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ABOUT Alex
My name is Alex Qian and I am a Chicago based Photographer and Filmmaker who loves to
explore urban and natural landscapes alike! My path started in the Corporate Finance world
where I caught a bad case of the travel bug and started backpacking around the world. This was
about the time I discovered photography and quickly learned that I needed a better camera to
tell stories and bring high quality memories home with me. A few years later, I've left my old
career and am blessed to be able to do what I love independently with my creative businesses! I
am also passionate about community, and am involved heavily both locally and with various
photography communities worldwide!

Specializations: photography | Video | Aerial Imagery | Time/Hyperlapse Content
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PHOTOGRAPHY FIRST
MY PASSION IS MY VALUE

Nowadays, everybody is an influencer or a photographer.
I am neither in the modern definition of the word. My
passion and quality of work uniquely separates me from
the rest in an age where everyone is looking to be
somebody and can easily fake it online. I have spent
thousands of hours teaching myself my craft in a pursuit
of continuous improvement that continues still today. We
all know talent alone will not get the job done, and I have
the potent mix of talent plus perfectionism that reflects in
my work across my portfolio and the brands that I have
worked with.

TARGET AUDIENCE
A LOYAL NICHE FANBASE

My audience consists of creators from all sorts of creative
disciplines - mostly those that inspire to leave their old desklife behind to adventure. I frequently share my journey and
relevant activity which my audience finds useful or relevant
to their own journey. This has allowed me to build a high
level of trust with my audience which allows me to promote
brand partners, share knowledge, and spread motivational
messaging as an additional service to my core business of
image making and content creation. My channel spikes in
viewership whenever I find myself overcoming a professional
struggle or on-location or on-assignment where I can provide
engaging updates in real time.

These brands trust my vision
and quality of work! What
can I create for you?
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